Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: Patrick

It is a rabbit.

because it has ears.

I know it is a rabbit. It is white.

It has a mouth and big

buds have beeks.
Ti is a rabbit because Ti is white and Ti like to hide.
I think it is a duck
because if it was a rabbit it's ears would be sticking up.
I think the art rabbit mom has.
My rabbit a mom rabbit has.
I has rabbit mom?
I think it is a rabbit because it has ears and it is white.
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: Liana

I see a Rabbit.
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

I think it’s a rabbit because it has big ears. Ducks do not have big ears. It’s a rabbit.

I think it’s a duck, no. The duck or rabbit the duck is going to eat a piece of bread no. 
It is a rabbit because it is white.

It is a rabbit because it has ears. It is a rabbit because it has in the grass.
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: Zo Ke

I think it is a duck.
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: [Handwritten] 10 E

Rabbit
because
my Rabbit
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

I am a rabbit. I am very fast. I am a great listener. I am an animal, but in my house we write.

I am in the snow.

I cannot fold in snow. I have three ears, I have three ears, and I can hear well. Come! Come! And it would be funny for me!
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: Reid

I see \_duck
Kindergarten: Opinion Writing
Prompt: Duck! Rabbit!

Name: Eden

Rabbit. Duck. I had a duck. I had a rabbit. When I had a duck, I had a rabbit. I had a duck.